
A Night of Enchantment

By Mia Germain

Five  time  Tony  Award-winning  Peter  and  the  Starcatcher
captures  the  imaginations  of  children  and  adults  at  the
Zeiterion Theater.

Once upon a time in a land far, far away three bright red
caravans  rolled  down  the  cobblestone  streets  of  a  sleepy
whaling town. Little did the townspeople know, a miracle was
just beginning to unfold.

“Shut the f–aucet,” an exuberant young actress playing Molly,
yells across the Zeiterion stage. Muffled giggles bubble up
from younger audience members.

The  evening  was  not  all  make  believe  and  happy  endings,
“everything ends…and so our story begins.” An underlying tone
of seriousness and openly existential musings tell the story
of how a boy never grew up, creating an impactful depth to the
light as a feather story of flight and fancy that is Peter
Pan.

A company of just 12 actors armed with household rope, paper
boats, and a ladder use traditional storytelling techniques
manage to transcend their means with the ingenuity of Donyale
Werle (Scenic Design) and Steven Hoggett (Movement).
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“And use your thoughts to hoist the sails and deck the ships
awaiting us this early, gray,and misty dawn in 1885…”

There is a sense of trust the
actors invest into the audience,
to  take  their  word  that  this
rope is a glimpse into Molly and
her  Nanny’s  cabin  aboard  the
S.S.  Neverland,  or  that  these
paper triangles are the jaws of
a ravenous Tic Toc the Croc. The

simplicity in this mode of storytelling, as it was long done
before  actors  commonly  flew  across  Broadway  stages  above
complex pyrotechnics and elaborate costumes, truly invites the
imagination to be an active participant rather an a passive
observer left in the dark beneath the stage.

 

Adolescent  humor  infuses  the  performance  with  levity  and
laughs. Fart jokes, a chorus line of men dressed as mermaids
and  endless  puns  whip  the  audience  into  a  hysterical  joy
shared by the youngest and oldest members alike.

The audience that evening was comprised of many parents with
reluctant teenagers in tow, some children as young as five
years old, and several of the Zeiterion Theater’s regular
attendees. While it may have taken time to gain momentum, by
the end of the night the entire theater was on its feet for
three rounds of applause.
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This re-imagining of the origins of Peter
Pan is truly inventive in its approach as
well as its execution. The humor is spot
on, the plot enticing, and its characters
perhaps even more memorable than before.
The evening transported guests to another
time  and  place,  where  the  Zeiterion
Theater transcended our own historic Union
Street and truly became a fixture in each
of our own versions of neverland, where we
suspend disbelief and live in a present
without constraints of our own realities.

Adults left with a sense of understanding of a long-treasured
story, and children with a sparked curiosity for what happens
to The Boy next, begging to dust off the packed away VHS copy
of Disney’s Peter Pan their older siblings left behind. A
sleepy little girl mutters, “this was the best bed-time story
ever” as her father carries her out of the theater in his
arms.

Performances like this are few and far between, and not to be
missed.  Check  out  the  upcoming  schedule  of  other  magical
performances  coming  to  the  Zeiterion  Theater  at
www.zeiterion.org

While the S.S. Neverland has embarked upon the rest of its
national tour, for more of Peter and the Starcatcher visit
www.peterandthestarcatcher.com  and  keep  an  eye  out  for
developing news of Disney’s upcoming film adaptation of the
Broadway musical play to be directed by Gary Ross of The
Hunger Games films.
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New  Bedford  Guide  launches
South Coast Dining Guide

By  Matthew
Neumann

Like many Americans, the staff at New Bedford Guide loves food
and we love eating local. The Greater New Bedford area has
been recognized multiple times over the past five years, for
various accolades, but one of the categories overlooked is
dining. We boast some of the best and freshest seafood in the
country,  unmatched  Portuguese  offerings,  authentic  Italian,
Thai, Indian, Japanese, Chinese and so many more options. I
can confidently sit behind my laptop and say that we’re a
hidden gem in the dining community. Our establishments have
been  featured  all  over  Phantom  Gourmet,  making  the  less
fortunate observers left to drool, while we gorge ourselves
and expand our waistlines.

It’s because of our love for all things food that we are proud
to announce the launch of our South Coast Dining Guide. The
South Coast Dining Guide is unique in that our guide is not
only for all the residents of our beautiful area, but also for
the restaurants themselves.

Click here for the South Coast Dining Guide

Users  are  able  to  navigate  our  beautiful  and  easy-to-use
layout to find the best dining options, both on their desktop
and mobile phones. Our clients (restaurant owners, managers,
marketing reps, etc.) are able to enjoy the many features our
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dining  profiles  offer,  as  well  as  other  marketing
opportunities  with  New  Bedford  Guide,  and  our  incredible
growth  and  traffic  (view  our  analytics  and  company
information  here).

Here is a list of features that are offered in the South Coast
Dining Guide (version 1.0):

Google  Maps  API  –  You  are  able  to  quickly  locate
restaurants addresses through the built in Google Maps API. In
addition, users can pull up the location directly on their
mobile phone for easy access to GPS directions.

Built-in  Social  Media  –  Once  a  restaurant  claims  their
listing, all applicable social media profiles are linked and
featured on their profile. This allows users quick and easy
access to view specials, discounts, coupons, photos, news and
more.

Mobile Friendly – How people access information is changing,
the  majority  of  us  get  all  of  our  information  via  our
smartphone. This is why it was important to make sure the
dining guide had responsive design built-in. As of January
2014,  58%  of  Americans  owned  a  smart-phone.  Making  your
website  mobile  friendly  is  no  longer  a  luxury,  it’s  a
necessity. Our beautiful and easy-to-use dining guide has been
designed, developed and optimized for your smart phone.

Video  Spotlight  –  One  of  the  benefits  of  working  at  New
Bedford Guide is the access businesses give us. We are able to
show our users a glimpse into the every day operation of
businesses that other media companies simply don’t have access
to  or  aren’t  interested  in.  It’s  this  personal  look  into
businesses  that  truly  connect  the  business  with  their
customers. With our built in video feature, restaurants can
receive a New Bedford Guide video spotlight, and integrate it
right into their dining profile.

Here’s an example of one of our dining profiles with a video
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spotlight: All Friends Smokehouse & Catering

Dining Blog – We love to write, and we love to write about
food. We’ve been fortunate enough to be invited into some of
the best restaurants in the area to spotlight and/or write
reviews. We’ve enjoyed some truly incredible meals that even
the perfect adjective(s) can’t quite describe and need to be
experienced personally. With our dining blog, users are able
to read our first hand, unbiased accounts of dining in the
south coast.

Dining Amenity Tags – One of my favorite features of the
dining guide is our tagging/filter system. Once a restaurant
claims their listing, we go through all the amenities they
offer. This allows the user to engage our filter system to
find the exact dining experience they are looking for. Users
can look for locations that offer free Wi-Fi, accept the UMass
Pass, have outdoor seating, as well as many other options.

With every new product we launch at New Bedford Guide, the
strategy  behind  it  always  looks  to  the  future.  So  what
features can users and businesses expect in version 2.0?

Online Food & Drink Menus – From a pure consumer stand point,
nothing annoys me more than not being able to window shop
before I buy. When making the all important decision on where
I’m going to eat breakfast, lunch and/or dinner, a glance at
the menu before choosing is a must. I’ve spoken to friends,
family and New Bedford Guide fans, and one thing they all
agree on is that the dining guide has to have menus.

Over  the  next  month,  we  will  be  working  to  develop  and
integrate food and drink menus into our listings. We’ve set a
very ambitious goal of adding 300 menus by the end of 2015.

Events – Trivia question of the day: Does anyone know how New
Bedford Guide got its start? The answer is, as an online event
system called Local Oracle (some of you might recognize that
name).  Local  Oracle  featured  the  events  of  numerous  New
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Bedford area businesses, and also the embarrassingly awkward
The Dating Game (high five if you were ever on it). As Mike
Silvia  and  I  noticed  a  demand  for  a  broader  range  of
information, we closed the doors of Local Oracle and launched
New Bedford Guide, the rest is history.

With that being said, our number one clients on Local Oracle
were restaurants. From live music, to trivia, jam sessions and
even arm wrestling matches, there is always something to do,
on any given day in the South Coast.

With  that  in  mind,  we  are  developing  an  event  system  to
integrate  into  each  dining  profile.  This  will  allow  our
clients to market their events, and for users to plan out
their week. Look for that in the second quarter of 2015.

Do you have an idea for a dining guide feature? Contact us

We are very excited for the launch of the South Coast Dining
Guide, and we hope our fans and businesses are also excited.
If you are a restaurant, bar, coffee shop, franchise, etc. and
want to become a partner of the South Coast Dining Guide,
please click here to submit a listing or locate your business
and claim it.

Thanks for your continued support of New Bedford Guide and
enjoy the brand new South Coast Dining Guide.

Click here for the South Coast Dining Guide

If you are a business owner or manager and would like to
discuss  a  plan  and/or  claim  your  listing,  please  contact
Charles Turay at charles@newbedfordguide.com 

 

Do you see a business missing from the dining guide? Contact
us and let us know what restaurant(s) we missed.
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